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Journeys and metaphors
Some preliminary observations about the natural world
of seashore and forested mountains in epic kakawin
Peter Worsley
ABSTRACT

In earlier publications I have argued that ancient Javanese poets imagined the
palace (ka atwan
and forested mountains (pasir-wukir

usun

distinction was also drawn between this world inhabited by human beings
and a world in which gods, ancestral spirits, and other divine beings dwelt
(kedewatan

accounts of journeys in epic kakawin
travel between one physical place and another. Rather, they are accounts of other
i adewata

metaphorical referencing of these descriptions.
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INTRODUCTION1
kakawin
recounted in their epic poems were Indian. The names of their protagonists,
even those of minor characters, he points out were Indian, as were the names
of the landscapes and places they frequented. However, he went on to explain
to his readers that, in fact, the men and women who inhabited the time
and space of the narrative world of Javanese epic poems were “essentially

saw around him” and the animals, the birds and insects, with the exception
of the lion (singha
as the narrative setting of the events recounted in epic kakawin, is framed
months, and the seasonal variations to which they correspond, as well as
the botanical and faunal species in terms of these categories. The authors of
ancient Javanese epic kakawin, however, framed their accounts of the natural
narratives (katha
laku, lumaku, lampah, lumampah, m rga/
margi, acangkrama
distinctions between a social world of palace
(ka atwan
usun
forested mountains (pasir-wukir
and other divine beings dwelt (kedewatan
each one, the architectural structures and topographical features native to each,
the activities and emotions which prevailed and this list could be extended
to include the sounds, colours, and fragrances which were characteristic of
Nevertheless, although each of these spaces had its own distinct character,
they were interconnected and were causally integrated. The poets of epic
kakawin imagined a world of human experience in which there was no
2

1

i Jawi.
2

Accounts of journeys
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across these spaces are of an enduring interest in the literary traditions of
The protagonists native to each of these spaces journey
palaces to travel across landscapes of countryside and wilderness (kakawin
, kakawin Arjunawijaya,
ana
forested mountains and who, fearing for his life as he rested during the night,
quite unintentionally observed a vigil on the Night of
and was saved
3
from the punishments of hell (kakawin
who descend from the divine abode of the King of the Gods, God Indra, to the
wilderness hermitages of ascetic priests to test the quality of their meditation
and to disrupt it (kakawin Arjunawiw ha,
, kakawin
Sutasoma 4 and of at least one who was cursed to lose her divine state of being
(
for a period and to be entertained by the heavenly nymphs before returning
to the company of his four brothers (
gandharwa
prince, who came from his divine abode to wander for his pleasure by the
in which a priest bathed and was cursed to become an elephant until rescued
existence as an elephant and able to return once more to the company of his
divine family (
yak a who, on the
Yamapada
to witness the sufferings of sinful souls (
a

TRANSFORMATIONS: EPIC KAKAWIN AND JOURNEYS
It was Stuart Robson in his article “Kakawin
of journeying in kakawin epics and, in particular, to the role of the natural
“natural imagery occurs as a wealth of similes and metaphors” which were
intended to ascribe emotions to “aspects of nature” and so to create “a mood
[...] underlining the feelings that human characters are experiencing”. These
in which a mood of despair and disappointment felt

kakawin

same distinctions in an analysis of bas-reliefs illustrating the story of the
discussed here.
3
For
4
For

,

Sutasoma

kakawin Gha

at the

.
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dew and birds, the cucur and the ta ah-asih, weep, the bamboo sighs, the
sobs pitifully, and the blossoms cast themselves suicidally into the ravines
at the touch of bees because of the disappearance of the sun. He goes on to
explain that natural imagery was also deployed to describe characters “in
terms of things from the non-human natural world” and cites a passage from
the
laments her
imminent death because of the curse laid upon her by the ascetic, T awindu,
for disturbing his meditation. Her body is to be cremated and she assigns
srigading on the summit of a mountain of honey, her arms to the gadung vine
and calves to the pandanus-bud, her kain to be gathered up in the rustling of
her sobbing to the call of the cucur-bird, the tangle of her hair to be decorated
with
mimba tree, her
breasts to the ivory betel-nut, the pallor of her face to the moon wrapped in
clouds, her swaying slender waist to a branch of the
tree, and her tears to
kakawin
Kidung Wargasari, pursued
“Notes on the early kidung
on a study of the Kidung Wargasari which Robson discusses in detail in his
article. In her commentary on the Kidung Wargasari
passage from
ti
kidung’s account of
(pingit/tenget

points out that, during the journey, as the couple experience the dangers of the
kakawin Sutasoma

to arrange a swayambara for his sister, Princess
Mpu Tantular was familiar with the
which the heavenly nymph, Hari
to Prince Aja, assigns her body to nature.

and was aware of the passage in
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commitment (
of good behaviour (sang ku a eng pakraman
ti which convinced her that the kidung

ti, the

and impediments of both are equated with the imperfections in man which
have to be overcome in order to attain siddha-hood (kasiddhan

obstacles which stand in the way of their progress.
The turning point on the journey, Fletcher argues, was the moment at
residence of a buyut and the following morning bathe in its pool before
. Fletcher suggests that this sequence of actions,

calm refusal: Fletcher explains that to abandon the union he had formed with
Narawati would mean he had failed in his purpose and the channel which

princely ksatriya Aja when rival suitors engage him in armed contest for control
violence when he insists on the need of his coupling with Narawati. In the case
of Prince Aja, as a ksatryia warrior, his bounden duty destined him to engage
in the violence of battle to settle his claim to union with his future queen.8
on the validity of a number of assumptions which western commentators
shared when interpreting landscape of which we read in Javanese epic
poems and view in Javanese visual art. In western discourse, he argues,
that does not move from a representation of the real based on the visual truth
poets who composed epic poems or the architects and sculptors who built
See below for further discussion of the
8

ti.
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and decorated temples with narrative bas-reliefs in Java between the ninth

assumptions about the centrality of light were relevant to understanding
the Javanese landscape, in which what is beautiful is “wonderfully suitable
for exploitation”, had any relevance to an understanding of how Javanese

necessary and “absolute opposition between cultures, genres and visual
schemata” in order to understand the nature of the relationship between
he proposes “a two-way act of cultural and political appropriation” was at
play in which, on the one hand, “Indic myths and heroes were appropriated by

setting for the epical deeds of royal ancestors”, he says, “implied how living
courts of ancient Java who had an interest in the poetic landscapes inhabited
by ancestral Indic heroes. The poets of these ancient epics themselves, as
landscape in the epic kakawin they authored in the service of the royal and
aristocratic patrons who inhabited the courts of ancient Java. These epic poems
are replete with poetic similes as Robson notes. However, while these similes,
behaviour reveal a capacity for realistic observation” of the natural world, as
Nevertheless, authors of these epic poems did identify a landscape in
which they had an intense interest, a landscape of seashore and mountains,
pasir wukir, whose beauty (langö
reading, and listening to epic poems were imagined to transform the beauty
poets, the epic was a temple of words (ca i pustaka) into which the poet
invited his tutelary deity (i adewata
actual landscape, now dwelling as the god within the poem”, Day argues,
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Day further explores the characteristics of the landscape of pasir wukir in
a commentary on one passage in the kakawin
which describes
determined rather than experienced and described”. The scenes the poet
describes, he says, are not exactly “naturalistic” and yet the poem does give
that what we have here is “an implicit referentiality” to a landscape, one
“which is continually reiterated as the description moves from one detail to the
unusual one among others in epic kakakwin

landscape. It should be noted here that the poem tells us that the hunter “dwelt
sthityângher i
pucaknikang hacala [...]
[...]
mwang warak
the world is consistently one beyond society, from the wilderness of seashore
and mountain, and yet, as Day points out, his view is always from above. Mpu
which Day observes is “non-naturalistic and symbolic: it is that of the gods or
of those who meditate on mountain heights in order to contact divinity” (Day
the cardinal points following the ritual direction prasavyam. His view moves
has written on to the natural world of his epic poem: “Its nadir lying in the

rivers in the depths below but has included at the nadir the social world of
agricultural countryside and village in his vision in the depths and, further on,
above in his vision of the nadir of his cosmography. The human view of the
and rain which obscure a view of an island out at sea and of a ship heading

to indicate the position of the offering shrines (
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for the open sea and, as the poem tells us, is about the disappear into the
kadi muk ahêng tawang
until it “vanished for good [...] in the gloom of the mists which were veiling
the glow of the sun” (3.12-13:
êng
epic poet, to
of this epic narrative poem.
In her seminal study of the ritual and tantric aspects of poetic literacy in
kakawin, were composed in the lateof the natural world of the landscapes of seashore and forested mountains,
considered to be supernaturally charged (pingit/
powerful individuals. In ancient Java, they were awarded the title mpu, a title
kris
authored kakawin, enjoyed the status of pedanda who were rich in supernatural
power (sakti
of the beauty of landscapes of seashore and forested mountains. In ancient Java

on the other hand, there is evidence that nature was imagined as the sexual
union of man and woman: “The beauty of seashore and mountains, they were
pedanda Dang
Hyang Nirartha as it is told in the Dwijendratattwa, is particularly interested
pedanda priest during his life stage as a
creativity. The dating of the Dwijendratattwa is uncertain. However, there are
early-nineteenth century.10 Furthermore, as Rubinstein points out, the variations

The Dwijendratattwa
10
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t ng t
danger teeming with forces from the nether world but also as places of fortuitous
encounters with gods. Only those with adequate supernatural power dared to
venture there to commune with divine and underworld forces and to meditate
meditated and conducted rituals, notably the Suryasewana
pedanda conduct each morning. These experiences, says Rubinstein, are mystical
transitory moments of apotheosis, each mapping particular occurrences of
pedanda, Dang Hyang Nirartha, writing sometime
a Sangu
Lambang Puspa
(Demon Passion
(Demon Upside-down

through the supernaturally charged wildernesses of seashore and forested
possessed the power (
his wanderings was twofold. He sought both to assuage the grief caused by his
i adewata,
the god with whom he sought union by means of the yogic practice of poetic
composition and the mystic manipulation of the sacred syllables (
Fletcher argues that the structure of this pentad of poems in the
Nirartha
utpatti,
sthiti, and
and then the dissolution of the god. The central poem of the pentad is the
i adewata

a Sangu

, we read

separated as he wanders the wildernesses of seashore and forested mountains.
i adewata and his
in the appearance of the i adewata (utpatti)
the suryasewana
of the gods. The successful completion of this ritual in turn results in the
composition of poems which the poet presents to his ruler on his return home
and for which he is handsomely rewarded with new materials with which to
, the poet reminds his readers of the
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immateriality of all things. Introduced in a description of the moving vision of
a ruined
temple in the process of being reclaimed by the wilderness, the
poet has discovered in the ruins of a pavilion. It is this immateriality which
, the central
poem of the pentad in the form of a hymn of Praise to Kama, the poet describes
the establishment (sthiti
i adewata, the godhead who
a, the
and the
the
, during which the dissolution of the godhead is achieved. In the
the mood of love in separation (vipralamba
the incapacity to compose poetry. In the
, the last of
the pentad of poems, Nirartha pleads with his beloved to return. The poet
very beginning of the pentad of poems, longing for union with his beloved
and, by association, epiphany with the godhead Kama who is his i adewata.

MPU MONAGU

A’S

TRANSFORMATIONS

in epic kakawin
of seashore and forested mountains. Journeys through the wilderness of
search of spiritual power are recounted in several epic kakawin, the kakawin
,
, and
a
to another”. Symbolically, she argues, it was an allegory of both a pilgrimage

power in order to become protector of the world suggest that the journey in
the
a
kidung Wargasari
Malat
The story Mpu Monagu a tells in his epic

begins with the

of the gods and ancestral spirits at the time of their births and ends on their
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journey across a social world from palace (ka atwan) and countryside (
usun
pasir
wukir
this familiarity to poet and audience that signals the possibility of an allegorical
reading of the journeying it logs: the journey charts crises in the lives of both
the protection of his family home and sets out on a journey during which his
poetic and physical ardour as a lover and his mettle as a warrior are put to the
, early
in his story, Mpu Monagu a is interested less in Prince Aja than in Princess

swayambara, a ceremony
awesome and unprecedented responsibility of choosing her own husband
from among a number of powerful royal suitors before the assembled court
remove it from view.11 Something of the integrity of this narrative remains

In Mpu Monagu
of his future queen, the poet tells us that, on his way to the mountains, Prince
a,
landscapes to highlight. In his description of the landscape of seashore,
for example, he describes a number of geomorphological formations and
maritime phenomenon: the sea itself, the waves, the surf, rising and ebbing
vegetation. A notable feature of this description of the seashore are the poetic

11

ajaya,
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of Prince Aja and his entourage at the seashore in the early morning, when
thunder, lightning, light rain and asanaof asana

In Monagu
evidence of the traces of human frequentation appropriate to their location in
pavilion in which there were the remnants of poems and a painting
patani pavilion and a dilapidated temple, which
had once housed a statue of Ga apati, its eyes awash with the sea so that it
structures. These include reefs on either side of an estuary which are said to
resemble a split gateway and the water washing between them the crystal
stairway which a poet descends to be swept away on a sea of poetic beauty.
this passage is reminiscent of the fulsome description of another in Mpu
glimpses of the settled countryside to catch sight of a temple in ruins. These
images, particularly textual references to ruined temples, are emblematic of
what might be described as the once ordered social world reclaimed by the
In this passage, we also come across familiar comparisons found in other
epic kakawin
safely on the seas.12 Further on, we read that, in the estuary of a river, the sea
to an elephant wallowing in water. There is also mention of the masts of a

deep ravines and mountain streams bordered with fragrant

ah ferns.

them fragrantly carpeted with leaves. Here too there are pandanus, campaka
12

kakawin Gha
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and his party in the forested mountains is charged with a mood of eroticism
( nggararasa
are roused by what he sees: e ah ferns remind him of the perfume of facepowder and the fragrant carpet of leaves under deciduous trees call to mind
the fragrance of ointment on bed sheets. The erotic mood of the poem here
is reinforced by the reference to the sight of the young and beautiful women
who inhabit a monastery (kadewagurwan
come to seduce the inhabitants of the monastery and distract them from their
to the world of the gods (
mind stories of heavenly nymphs sent by God Indra to test the strength and
motivation of other powerful ascetics such as Princes Arjuna and Sutasoma.
In particular, it recalls the seduction with which the poem begins. On that
occasion the priest T awindu proved to be impervious to the attractions
of the nymph, Dyah Hari
awindu,
Prince Aja remains susceptible to erotic thoughts when he catches sight of a
badly damaged painting of a princess and nuns clinging to each other, who,
Aja, in fact the hearts of those who inhabit the hermitages and monasteries of
the forested landscape cannot so easily be swayed. Farther on his way, Prince
Aja catches sight of a hermitage deep in a ravine which is said to resemble a

ashes and their dirtiness13
In this part of his poem, the poet seems to hint at a difference between
temples and pavilions and fallen statues of gods and repositories for the
contrast to the hermitages and monasteries of the forested mountains which
are inhabited by those who have experienced the threat of heightened
ni parigraha
even more clearly earlier in the poem in a conversation between Princess
pi u ukan ceremony on the
13
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eve of her swayambara
landscape in which young lovers can wander for their pleasure, compose

epiphany of union with their tutelary godhead. She would prefer to join the
hermits there as a maiden nun (wiku rara
that the wilderness of the seashore is superior because it was the site where
,
nectar of the gods (am ta
hand, the princess argues, were where

phallus rose to belittle his rivals,

In the light of what we have learned about the differences imagined to
exist between the wildernesses of seashore and forested mountains, a closer
kakawin
Gha
of the wilderness of the seashore is one of erotic arousal and frustration
(
Abhimanyu, son of the Pandawa hero Arjuna (
of King K
Panuluh recounts the story of a royal cavalcade to the seashore through the
wilderness of forested mountains. It is here that Prince Abhimanyu and
Princess K
would have it, but of love-in-separation (
Abhimanyu and Princess K
their strong feelings for each other giving rise to feelings of frustrated love.
The prince was “oppressed and trembled deep in his heart” (11.18a mangkana
h
is principally carried by descriptions of the emotional condition of both
protagonists. Prince Abhimanyu is attracted to Princess K
continually distracted by thoughts of her. Mpu Panuluh tells us how, as the
prince wanders the wilderness, aspects of the natural environment arouse
his love for the princess (kung ring adyah
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suhun bras
and princess cross paths once again, nature in all its beauty welcomes the
prince and, as he paddles in the sea, his passion is once again aroused, this
salukat, singing
ikang

hati
ndatan lipur
erang

: wirangrwang

ringrang),

agring atyaya
the palace where the princess continues to pine. In this part of the epic poem
there are no instances of aspects of the natural world giving expression to the
emotions experienced by the princess. However, earlier in the poem, when the
Here Mpu Panuluh tells readers that so superb was the beauty of the princess
the plants in the palace garden were greatly troubled (3.4a
manguneng
hair, that the leaves of the imba
kakawin Arjunawijaya

jangga-vine is
enchanted as it reached for her waist, the ivory coconuts are put to shame by

MPU PRAPAÑCA KAKAWIN DE
In his

ana

AWAR ANA
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ruler from his palace, across landscapes of countryside, seashore and forested
with the opportunity to write about landscapes in the style of the poets of epic
kakawin but to compile a detailed description of the districts of Majapahit in
entirely different order to Mpu Monagu

its symbolism “exemplary and mimetic”: it “conveyed the structure of the
14

intended to be something other than just “exemplary and mimetic”. The
ana, its author Mpu Prapañca tells us, is a poem whose purpose
it faced an uncertain future following the death of its great minister, Gajah

were understood to be transformative: as he journeyed about the realm, King
royal progress provided his village subjects with the opportunity to witness
the various religious institutions he visited to meet their ruler in audiences at
which gifts were exchanged and food shared. His visitations to royal temple
complexes and the celebration of his royal ancestors enshrined in them also
incidentally, were also brought into play during the
14

rites and
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the realm in which

s and pakuwwans were established to worship her

the opportunities he had to include descriptions of the wilderness (pasir-wukir
kakawin
surveyed, not on a journey of meditation on the beauty of the landscape of

The forest is referred to variously as a paburwan (a huntingalas
wanantara
giriwana
The story Mpu Prapañca tells of the hunt in this forest reveals evidence of

victorious. The violence involved in the slaughter of so many animals seems
of ahi sa
(m gendra
army. Having listened to the advice proffered by different groups among his
giripati

not guilty of the charge of violence. He was well aware, the poet explains,
that the animals he has slaughtered were by their very nature sinful and that
wruhira
ri do aning m

See

ana

280
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forested mountain was considered by poets of epic kakawin and their audiences
to have been a landscape beyond the reach of royal authority. It seems that
wilderness landscape and that his successful military campaign had given him
authority over the wild animals whose habitat the forest of Nandanawana was.

THE
pointed out the importance journeys have in epic kakawin
considers what ancient Javanese poets, architects and sculptors imagined
journeys in epic kakawin are more than enumerations of travel between one
apotheosis with their i adewata
also drawn attention to passages in these epic poems in which emotions are
attributed to aspects of the natural world in order to express the emotions of
protagonists and in which elements of the natural world are imagined to be
the origin of the human body. In the
ana
ur discussion of
a number of epic kakawin belonging to the literary tradition of ancient Java
kakawin

cited by Robson, describe how aspects of the natural

the characters who inhabit the time and space of the narrative world of these
epic poems. In the passages from the poems we have discussed erotic arousal
has been prominent.
The most complete and systematic account of the relationship between
aspects of the wilderness of the seashore and forested mountains and the
evocation of emotional moods is found in the second and third cantos of the
ti. In this Mahayanist manual, which explains the rules governing
siddha-hood and how to overcome them. Mpu usun reminds readers of his
epic
adharmakathana
episode in which God Yama tells the yak a
a after he has witnessed
the tortures of hell that the road to hell (Yamani
but that to heaven (
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the
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J.A. Schoterman and A. Teeuw edited, translated and commented on
ti
,
and

,
ana,
. The
ti,
precede and follow it in the folio, is written in the same hand, that of a copyist
by the name of Nirartha Pamasah from the village of Kancana, in the district
adharmakathana,

ti
is in fact much older and dates from the late Majapahit period. In support
of this period.18
The passage from the
ti with which we are concerned
describes a process that results in siddha-hood. This process is imagined as
is host to emotions which obstruct the way to attaining siddha-hood. The
bhuwana ng
It continues “[t]he seas and the mountains are the most excellent features of
as such [the body] is nearby the abode of the gods” (2.1a-d: abdhi mwang adri
an/
tika
The emotions which obstruct the attainment
the landscapes of seashore, forested mountain and countryside in a pattern
kakawin as they journey through these same landscapes. Noteworthy is the
drawn between the countryside and seashore and forested mountains which
we noted earlier in the
.
The emotional hindrances which stand in the way of siddha-hood are
a ripu
( a warga
trimala
couples with passion,
(rajah and tamah and krodha

18

282
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( a ripu
reefs (karang durga
agung
rodra
a

moha wibrama

dwe

ya sarwawi a

trimala
improper desire (
rips or surf (
Rajah and tamah
are the constantly heaving waves (alusnya nitya
wind (riwut mariwung hangin
halisyus
ha
(singha

ombak
kruramina

artha
krodha

,
hudan barat

banyu tikta
a warga
barwang

(rajah

trimala

tamah

mong
a

udan

The author of the
ti imagines the removal of these emotional
obstructions blighting each of these landscapes differently. The emotional
siddha-hood,

produced the Goddess

am ta

union with him. The image here is of the process of clearing the forest to
the emotional undergrowth and “observances, worship, and incantations [...]
yoga and meditation” the ploughing, the planting of seeds and the watering
siddha
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CONCLUSIONS
informs his readers that

ti

Here, in his opening comments the author informs his readers that the
human body, the stable support in the quest for liberation, is the whole world
(bhuwana
abdhi mwang adri
on the wanderings of the poet Dang Hyang Nirartha in the natural world
of the seashore and forested mountains, Rubinstein has concluded that for
tantric practitioners in ancient Java the beauty of the natural world was

evidence that nature was imagined as the sexual union of man and woman:
“The beauty of seashore and mountains, they were imagined to be united in
how, at her cremation, the divine nymph, Hari , dispatched her body to the
elements of the natural world and how, in her despair at the prospect of a
and also assigned parts of her body to aspects of the natural world.
These observations give me reason to recall events in Singaraja in
I was collaborating at the time, was called to attend a number of events in
was angry and frustrated because the requisite rites performed after their
death had been conducted inappositely or not performed at all (roh salah
pati, atma kesasar
who were witness to these outbursts great anxiety and they responded
by arranging the rituals required to put things to rights. Events such as
these and the passages we have cited above in which we have seen human
emotions ascribed to features of the natural landscape, in which aspects of
made structures, suggest that we might not be dealing simply with metaphors
and allegories, categories familiar to modern literary commentators and that
perhaps we should consider the possibility that we are dealing with a style of
Personal communication

284
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of an apotheosis in which the poet is united with, perhaps actually becomes,
his or her i adewata
copulation is not just like the cosmic copulation of a god with his
but
is equivalent to, perhaps actually is, the cosmic copulation of god and
.
audiences imagined that the accounts of journeying in epic kakawin actually
here with an understanding of the world in which equivalences are thought
to exist between the macrocosmos and various microcosms, the divine world,
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